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Journey towards JuSTICE
Mike deed

t Making hot soup to warm
up the nearly 400 people who
participated in the 2015 Coldest
Night of the year.

Church of the Resurrection
on the west end of Hamilton
Mountain rests in a deceptive
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could bear fruit—by establishing a support group for local
women, especially for the high
percentage of single mothers in
our neighbourhood. This kicked

space—not far from affluence,

off one Thursday morning in

not far from some attractive

October 2014. Now a growing

cul-de-sacs; but walk around the

number gather weekly to enjoy

right corner and you’ll find a very

with them, it became clear we

each other’s company, find

different story.

could make a big difference on

support and be guided through

the mountain, but not alone.

relevant topics.

A March 2012 study of neighbourhood profiles by Social

Together with our Mountain

Planning and Research Council

Ministry cluster of St. Stephen’s

found change has happened at the

of Hamilton revealed that

on the Mount, Holy Trinity and

Resurrection. More green shoots

Rolston Neighbourhood, where

St. Michael’s, we hosted the

keep growing from the partner-

the church finds its home, has

2015 Coldest Night of the Year.

ships we are cultivating within

higher than average poverty

We raised $60,000 and nearly

our neighbourhood. The doors

rates, highest on the Mountain.

400 people passed through St.

keep opening; we are exploring a

In a relatively short time, a pro-

The proportion of poverty

ful was the way God opened

fied mental health as a need and

Stephen’s, coming together to

partnership with the Hamilton

among seniors living there is

doors, created opportunities and

hosted three evening talks for

support Neighbour to Neighbour.

AIDS Network and another which

higher than the city’s rate (20%

brought us into partnership with

our community. As our learning

vs. 17%). Over one third of the

others.

grew, so did our desire for action.

families with children are led

Where to start? Once we

We started simply—we opened

Food continued to be a theme
(isn’t it always in an Anglican

supports LGBTQ youth.
In 2015, we are hosting a free

Church?). Following the replace-

community workshop support-

by female lone parents (35%),

become aware of the need in the

our doors on a Wednesday

ment of our roof and the removal

ing those suffering with anxiety

compared to less than a quarter

world, the need we read about on

afternoon for a seniors' drop-in,

of a tree, the opportunity arose

and depression, undertaking

of families in the city overall.

news sites and webcasts, it can

a chance to connect and build

to start some community

positive space training, seek-

appear overwhelming.

relationships, provide support

gardens. In partnership with

ing to understand the pain of

and care in a safe place. The

Hamilton Victory Gardens we

homophobia and transphobia

At the Resurrection we are
putting our mission as a Church

But we’re stubborn at the

into practice in seven areas of

Resurrection and always up

Canterbury Connection, as we

are building 13 raised community

and looking into some greening

ministry, including “Justice and

for a challenge. We decided

now call it, started to grow and is

gardening beds this spring. We

initiatives.

Outreach.” So in spring 2014 a

we needed to learn more. The

now a part of our week; we have

hope to provide a significant

cluster of parishioners gathered

Reverend Bill Mous launched our

a vision to develop it into a lunch

harvest of fresh organic veg-

Planting seeds in our community

to talk about how we could

Lent 2014 program about Social

program.

get involved, and through our

Justice. Doug Farraway from

actions be good news to our
community.

There’s a lot more to come too!

etables to our local food bank.

will, we pray, bring change—as

By this time we were into

Volunteers are coming both from

much to us as to others.

our local food bank spoke at a

our third or fourth seasonal

within our congregation and the

service describing the need in

food drive pioneered by our

community.

our community. We hosted guest

youth group for Neighbour to

as we researched and started to

speakers on housing, Fair Trade

Neighbour, our local food bank.

to Neighbour, we discovered

Resurrection. EMAIL:

identify needs. What was power-

and food insecurity. We identi-

As we built our relationship

another way our partnership

revmikecotr@gmail.com

It was a humbling experience

Talking with Neighbour

The Reverend Mike Deed is the
Rector of the Church of the

A question about outreach revealed interesting answers
program that excites me the

“Breakfast Club”, as Janine likes

of reasons. For some families it

most is our breakfast program

to think of it, so a wide range of

helps financially; other parents

at Montclair Public School. St.

ages is represented.

are glad to have assistance

Simon’s has been involved in

nutritious one: eggs, pancakes,

for the day. For a number of

children in Oakville for over 10

yogurt, fresh fruit, cereal,

students, having breakfast there

years. Financed by a generous

cinnamon-raisin toast. And the

first can actually act as an incen-

donor, we do the rest - planning,

favourite? Pizzas on pitas! Well, I

tive to attend school.

volunteer staffing and admin-

never would have guessed.

“Does the church really reach
out and help here, in our own
community?”
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Have you been asked this
question? When confronted with

I asked Janine if she sees

Breakfast Club is that members

monitored by the Halton Food

friendships form amongst the

from our church who volunteer

for Thought organization.

kids. Her reply is swift and

there often form a firm bond

unequivocal, “Definitely!”

which carries over into the

For her, one of the great joys of

rest of their lives. So, as well as

shopping list to one of the men

being involved in the program is

students who eat breakfast at

from our congregation. He shops

watching children as they prog-

school, the community that is

and then delivers the provisions

ress from kindergarten to the

St. Simon’s is also nourished by

to the school where they are

higher grades, gradually develop

breakfasts at Montclair.

properly stored for our use.

confidence within the group.

Every day school is in sesWe all know about food drives,

Another bonus from the

istration. The whole program is

program coordinator, provides a

p John MacKenzie, Jill Howe
and Pat Lee are ready to serve at
the Montclair School "Breakfast
Club" nutrition program.

getting their children prepared

providing breakfasts for school

Each week Janine Maxwell, the

aiLeen CoateS

The menu is a varied meatless

The answer to my initial ques-

They find friends and learn to

tion is, simply, yes. We do make

sion, three volunteers from

socialize in a place less formal

a difference in the wider com-

it recently, I felt I couldn’t answer

pastoral care and Christmas

St. Simon’s prepare and serve

than a classroom, a place where

munity in a practical way, one

adequately. So I resolved to do some

hampers associated with church

nutritious breakfasts to about 20

it is easy to fit in. For those who

breakfast at a time.

digging to find out exactly how

outreach. But what else do we do

students. Everyone is welcome.

are newcomers to Canada, this is

we at St. Simon’s Oakville extend

that is hands on, reaching out, at

Some children come every day;

especially important.

a helping hand in the day-to-day

a person-to-person level?

others choose to just drop in.

life of the wider community.

The St. Simon’s outreach

Students of all grades attend the

Students take advantage of the
breakfast program for a variety

Aileen Coates is a parishioner at
St. Simon's Oakville.

